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Ripple is the company that created the payment providers and other financial institutions. RippleNet, which includes banks, their global payments network, and FIs due to regulatory compliance policies (KYC and AML) and new and FIs due to regulatory compliance and anti-money laundering (AML) policies.

Slow adoption of the DLT by banks
Volatility of the native asset XRP
Counterparty risks and compliance
SWIFT fees and other inefficiencies in its clients and customers worldwide.
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Payments Innovation (improvements over the old SWIFT system)

Comparison of the Two Most Popular Cross-Border Payment Networks


Key Features

- Payment processing cost is significantly reduced by eliminating accounts (freeing trillions of dollars)
- Eliminates the need for nostro/vostro sourcing (savings up to 60%)
- Settlement + on-demand liquidity
- Moving actual value (money) in 4 seconds
- Same-day transfers
- innovative on-demand liquidity
- SEND
- THE BANKS LEDGER INDIVIDUALLY.

Advantages

- Faster cross-border payments
- 24/7 global availability
- No intermediaries
- Secure and transparent
- Low cost

Disadvantages

- High entry costs
- Limited to certain countries
- Requires advanced infrastructure
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